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RESOLUTION
(2015-RESO-005eh)
January 5, 2015

BAC DECLARES BID CANCEL FOR THE PROCUREMENT CHEMICAL APPARATUS SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

It is hereby resolved that the BAC cancelled the procurement of Chemical Apparatus Supplies and Materials with an ABC of PhP 519,282.60 due to issues on items availability and was sent back to the end-user to re-categorize each item.

Recommending Approval:

Prof. Enrico R. Hilario
BAC Chairman

Ms. Ma. Agnes P. Inosanto
Vice-Chairman

Prof. Noel D. Bulawan
Member

Prof. Virgilio Albert C. Gungon
Member

Prof. Lucien D. Peralta
Member

Approved:

DR. ADORA S. PILI
Head Procuring Entity